Kim

1. For the movie it is too hard to see the text. Need to use ppt file and computer screen capture

   Like this link.

   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twz8Pr4GWF0&feature=youtu.be

2. Interesting paper to present

3. Laser pointer too hard to for movie. Could use the computer mouse to point to regions.

4. 4:35 movie. Fast over slide. Did not explain the axis on the graphs

5. 5:36 fast on last slide- it just pops in and then you go to next slide

6. 6:27 Good explanation of terms

7. 7:15 Copied text from paper is too small for the movie

8. 10:38 Nice pace in speaking Clear and slow.

9. Good in summarizing the results after the slides

10. It would be good if the speaker would look more at the audience

11. 15:40 can’t understand the questions. Speaker needs to repeat the question clearly

12. 20:48 good answer to question… “I don’t know” but might be in this cited paper… the references.

13. 31:08 Hard to understand the questions

14. 47:49 Good in trying to follow up on questions.

15. need to look at camera more.

16. Should wear a cordless microphone.

17. text needs to be bigger on slides for the people watching the movie.

18. record with Camtasia screen capture and a head phone speaker.

19. This movie does not work well on line with youtube as one can not see the screen, but might be good for the classroom.

20. I had a hard time in capturing the real significance of the study… the impact of the study.